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Summary 
On the 19th July 2018, Denis Ginnivan of Voices for Indi (V4I) and Totally Renewable Yackandandah (TRY), 
shared the story of how a small regional community transformed their town, Yackandandah, in the face of 
climate change and economic challenges to become a leading example of community self-determination and 
energy sovereignty. An expert panel provided complementing and contrasting perspectives from research 
and practice following Denis’s talk. These panellists were Charlie Prell, Deputy Chair of Farmers for Climate 
Action, Associate Professor Carolyn Hendriks, ANU Crawford School of Public Policy, and Edwina Robinson, 
Executive Officer of SEE-Change. Professor Mark Howden, Director of CCI, moderated the event. 

Methodology  

An online questionnaire sent out via email to all those who registered for the event. The event had 206 tickets 
sold out of the allocated 300. Ninety individuals attended the lecture and 41 (46%) of these completed the 
online survey that was sent to them via email (copy at the end of this report).  

Star Rating 
The survey form began with a chance for respondents to give the event a star rating out of a possible 5 stars. 
This question was also available on the email and acted as a link to the rest of the survey online. The event 
was given a weighted average of 4.38 stars overall. The breakdown of star ratings per number of stars is 
shown in the graph below. A five star rating was chosen 20 (54%) times, four stars 12 (32%) times, three 
stars 4 (11%) times, two stars 1 (3%) time and a one star rating was not selected. 
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Satisfaction Ratings by category 
Participants were asked how satisfied they were with particular aspects of the event. They were given a 
choice between Very Satisfied, Satisfied, Neutral, Dissatisfied and Very Dissatisfied. Each ranking was given 
a weighting of 5 (very satisfied) to 1 (very dissatisfied). Below are two graphs, one showing the weighted 
averages and the other the counts of each rating within each category. Respondents were also given the 
opportunity to comment on their ratings. These are listed below. 

Comments left by respondents: 

“The speakers were very clear in their message. The venue and organisation was very well controlled in the timing of 
the speakers and very good treat afterwards.” 

“Very well done event. Would definitely attend another” 

“It was an excellent evening -- such a good result from the people in Yackandandah -- I do hope they make their 
target.” 

“The speakers were good and the content interesting and informative in some ways. My concern is with the emphasis 
on high tech solutions for alternative energy, with insufficient attention to the long-term sustainability and upkeep of 
these technologies, which themselves are highly reliant on fossil fuel dependent and centralized often foreign 
technologies. Not enough emphasis on alternative values and ways of life...” 

“Very pleased with this event.” 

“Maybe have a bit more audio/visual content with speakers and topics.” 

"Eye opening and edifying” 

“Diverse backgrounds of speakers with functioning visual aids - IT and hands on - enriched the total experience" 

“In the Q&A it was hard to hear some speakers clearly” 

“Was a wonderfully informative forum. Well balanced and with plenty of references to follow up on.” 

“Interesting presentation and good to hear of positive changes.” 

“Thank you for a wonderful session and food too. It almost made people social out there! Great speakers with 
practical advice. I feel like I can use this” 
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Sector 
Participants were asked what sector they best represent at the event. Respondents mostly identified as 
individuals of the Community (35%) followed by members of academia or research field (18%) and 
representatives from NGOs (15%). Some respondents were from the Government (12%), Business (10%) and 
those who identified as none of these groups (10%). This group were mostly retired individuals and from the 
agriculture sector. 
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Number of CCI Events attended 
For more than a quarter of respondents (28%) this was their first ANU Climate Change institute event while 
the rest had attended previous CCI events. 

 
Based on 98% response rate 

Impact of event on respondents 
When asked if they would discuss what they learned from the event with others, a vast majority of 
respondents (87%) said yes. Participants were then asked if they would do anything differently as a result of 
attending the event and 69% of respondents said yes. They were asked why they felt this way and their 
comments are included below: 

Comments left by respondents: 

“Accept climate change” 

“Try to involve more participants locally” 

“Will discuss development of renewables with our council” 

“Eat more Magic Kitchen food?!” 

“Would like to incorporate community centred policy in both my work and my own local community.” 

“Be a proactive voice and change agent for farmers addressing climate change.” 

“I may help disadvantaged people read their energy bills. I am a former energy efficiency auditor.” 

“Rethink where my next initiatives lie.” 

“Trying to get food waste out of landfill in our local (Nowra) area -meeting with mayor Monday week - thoughts from 
Denis and Edwina particularly useful both for approach as well as motivating” 

“Convince my partner to do a PhD with Carolyn M. Hendriks / move to Yak” 
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Best Features 
Attendees enjoyed many different aspects of the event. Their comments are below: 

Some specific comments were: 

“The topic was central to the current issues in CC 

“Good news of success with contributing to awareness of their local communities of the issues Australia faces and 
helping towards mitigating some of the problems” 

“Interesting topic, 6pm good time, didn't go for too long!” 

“The awareness that there are communities and individuals who are actually making a change” 

“That it is up to citizens to do their bit to reduce their carbon footprint and not wait for governments to set the 
agenda.” 

“The combination of perspectives from the speakers and the way they were able to speak about their case studies 
was excellent.” 

“Audience questions/Vegan food” 

“Subject content and speakers” 

“Panel of experienced and committed speakers and reliable technology support” 

“Authentic speakers with real stories” 

“Open and informative knowledge sharing from real life experience in non-academic language.” 

“Denis particularly, but all four speakers were really motivating and interesting” 

“Great mix of speakers!” 

“Clarity on climate change” 

“Pleasant surroundings” 

 
  



Improvements 
The number of comments for this question was low though there were areas of improvement provided. In 
particular, time of event and keeping to time. 

See some comments below: 

“Broader advertising. Time control of speakers. More about what farmers are doing, they are not the bad guys.” 

“Not happy about the steps climbed to get to the event.” 

“Start on advertised time.” 

“All fine” 

“Speakers briefed properly on use of computers to make it smoother” 

“Better questions - my fault not to have asked one.” 

“The event covers a broad range of interesting topics. Sadly it makes each topics were only discussed briefly” 

“Timing - later in day would have been preferred.” 

“In the Q&A it was hard to hear some speakers clearly” 

 

Suggested Topics 
Respondents had the following requests for future topics or speakers: 

“More specific issues about the NEG” 

“More on EVs, particularly as Canberra gets to 100% renewable energy. More about what the farmers are doing, we 
need them.” 

“More case study discussions like this would be great” 

“The Venus Project and a Resource Based Economy.” 

 “Farmers working on sustainable methods and an analysis of the real cost benefit of organic farming.” 

“Presentation about Virtual Power Plants and their uptake in the electricity market” 

“Regenerative and community development through socio-ecological lens, say, Try to organise an event for CCI 
(David Pocock, Bob Costanza, Charlie Prell, Denis Ginnivan, Kate Auty).” 

“Electric car technology and industry.” 



Additional comments 
Additional comments were mostly to say thanks for the great event. 

“Full marks to Mark Howden and his team -- we are great fans of your tremendous work to spread the word” 

“Was well organised” 

“Keep up the good work” 

“Thank you!” 

“Many thanks for another inspirational event.” 

“Thanks for a stimulating experience and the thoughtful climate appropriate refreshments after were a lovely touch” 

“Thank you so much for this event. So heartening to see the action being taken and commitment of people to make a 
difference beyond their own front fence.” 

“The food was incredible - and made by such a great initiative! Thank you!” 

“You do good stuff.” 

“I have enjoyed this series of events so far in 2018.” 

 
  



The ANU Climate Change Institute (CCI) is seeking your feedback on this event. 

We’d like to learn from you so that we can improve the value of future events for 

attendees. 

By voluntarily completing this evaluation, you provide your informed consent to participate: I have 

read and understood the Information Sheet you have given me about the research project, and I 

have had any questions and concerns about the project addressed to my satisfaction. 

Please complete the questions below and select submit when done. 
Thank you for participating in today’s event, and for taking the time to complete this evaluation. We 

really appreciate you sharing your perspectives with us. If you have any questions about this or 

future events, please email climate@anu.edu.au

1. How would you rate this event? 

 
 

2. How satisfied were you with each of the following: 
 

Very satisfied Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Very dissatisfied 

Quality of Topic/Content                                                                                                                                                             

 
Discussion/Q&A session                                                                                                                                                             

Venue                                                                                                                                                                          

 
Please comment about your ratings. 

 

3. What sector are you from? (Please tick the sector which best represents you at this event.) 

   Government 

   Business 

   Academia / research 

   Student 

   NGO 

   Community 

   Other (please specify) 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:climate@anu.edu.au


 

4. Approximately how many CCI events have you attended prior to this one? 

   This is my first CCI event 

   2-5 

   6-10 

   10-20 

   >20 

5. What were the best features of the event? 

 

6. In what ways could this event be improved? 

 
 

7. Will you discuss what you’ve learnt from the event with others? 

   Yes 

   No 

   Maybe 

8. Will you do anything differently as a result of attending this event? 

   Yes 

   No 

If yes, why? 

 

9. Do you have any suggestions for topics, themes, or speakers you would like 

included in future ANU Climate Change Institute events? 

 
10. Please provide any additional comments here. 
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